FCC Consumer Advisory Committee Recommendation Regarding Caller ID Authentication

1. WHEREAS consumers are fed up with illegal and unwanted robocalls and are losing
trust in voice services1 and consumers are confused about and suspicious of the caller ID
information—such as telephone number, caller name, and/or call labels—displayed on
their phones;2
2. WHEREAS consumers, businesses, and the economy suffer from illegal caller ID
spoofing, where bad actors deliberately falsify caller ID information (such as caller name
and/or telephone number) to mislead the consumer about the calling party’s true identity
in an attempt to harm or deceive the called party;3
3. WHEREAS over 80% of scam callers manipulate caller ID by displaying a telephone
number that looks familiar to the consumer (through neighbor spoofing or enterprise
spoofing)4 to entice the called party to answer, which results in 1 out of 3 scam calls
being answered because the call appears to be from a familiar telephone number,5 and
some predict that illegal caller ID spoofing will only increase moving forward;6
4. WHEREAS the Federal Communications Commission (Commission) and industry are
taking action to combat illegal and unwanted robocalls, including focusing on preventing
illegal caller ID spoofing.7 The implementation and improvement of caller ID
authentication, including SHAKEN (Signature-based Handling of Asserted information
using toKENs)/STIR (Secure Telephony Identity Revisited), remain top priorities for
voice service providers, wireless device manufacturers, third-party data analytics engines,
and other entities;8
5. WHEREAS industry has developed SHAKEN/STIR for calls on IP-based telephone
networks and certain user equipment and has made major strides towards its
implementation;9
6.

WHEREAS consumers and legitimate callers who use IP-based services will benefit
from voice service providers’ implementation of SHAKEN/STIR, which verifies the
entity originating a call is entitled to use the telephone number displayed, allowing voice
service providers to sign and verify calling numbers;10

7. WHEREAS certain telephone network technologies (e.g., “legacy” technology including
non-IP network technologies, such as TDM networks) and certain user equipment do not
support SHAKEN/STIR.11 The Commission has sought comment on and is exploring
ways to encourage caller ID authentication for carriers that maintain all or some portion
of their network on legacy technology;12
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8. WHEREAS SHAKEN/STIR is one element of an ongoing, broader, multi-pronged
strategy to target and reduce illegal and unwanted robocalls and help restore consumer
trust in voice services and protect consumers;13
9. WHEREAS the Commission recognized that call blocking “in conjunction with call
labels” can substantially reduce the volume of illegal and unwanted robocalls that reach
consumers by empowering consumers with information about the call’s source and level
of risk. Such information can inform consumers’ choice whether to answer or ignore the
call based on the information presented and also helps ensure that any illegally spoofed
calls that get through can be more easily traced back to their originating source;14
10. WHEREAS industry has developed and implemented a variety of consumer-facing
display practices and call labeling mechanisms,15 which can benefit many consumers by
analyzing and labeling billions of calls monthly and empowering consumers to make
informed choices about answering the phone calls they receive;16
11. WHEREAS studies demonstrate that caller ID services and call management apps that
provide consumers with more information about the authentication of a calling telephone
number and other data improve consumer trust in incoming calls, yet certain call labels
and displays may confuse consumers;17
12. WHEREAS call labeling services and consumer display practices will continue to evolve
in response to illegal and unwanted robocaller tactics, changing technology, and
consumer expectations;
13. WHEREAS the Commission, industry, and other stakeholders have developed a number
of consumer-education resources to inform consumers about call labeling, robocall
mitigation services, and other consumer protection tools,18 yet more needs to be done
with respect to these issues.
NOW, THEREFORE IT IS
1. RECOMMENDED that voice service providers clearly and proactively inform and
educate consumers about the caller ID-related services they offer, including a) caller
identification; b) call labeling and display practices; c) what information call labels may
convey; d) what action consumers should take relative to each label; e) the capabilities
and limitations of the SHAKEN/STIR caller ID authentication framework; and f) whether
providers offer SHAKEN/STIR to their customers;19
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2. RECOMMENDED further that the Commission develop webpages and educational
campaigns that use simple language, visuals, and videos to provide consumers
explanations of and resources on SHAKEN/STIR and the call authentication capabilities
and limitations of various voice service networks (e.g., IP, TDM), and links to voice
service providers’ websites;
3. RECOMMENDED further that voice service providers maintain customer service and
other resources to help consumers and call originators obtain answers to questions and
resolve issues related to reports of call labeling, including potential mislabeling;
4. RECOMMENDED further that the Commission keep evaluating how best to encourage
voice service providers to continue innovating and improving caller ID services that
empower consumers with the relevant call information, which may include additional
information along with the combined results of SHAKEN/STIR and reasonable analytics;
5. RECOMMENDED further that the Commission, industry, consumer groups, and other
stakeholders conduct studies and solicit input on what factors voice service providers
should consider for displaying caller ID information to consumers, including a)
SHAKEN/STIR verification; b) caller identity information; c) telephone number
authentication; and d) other information about the call. These entities should also
evaluate how consumers respond to call labeling, including whether call label displays
are effective at communicating authenticated caller information and prompting consumer
action that mitigates harms from illegal and unwanted robocalls. These entities should
share the information, as appropriate, in order to promote best practices; and
6. RECOMMENDED further that the Commission continue to collaborate with industry,
consumer advocacy groups, federal, state and local government agencies, and other
stakeholders to educate consumers about how caller ID services, consumer display
practices, and other measures can respond to evolving illegal and unwanted robocaller
tactics, protect consumers, and restore trust in voice services.

Adopted unanimously December 11, 2019
Respectfully submitted:
Steve Pociask, Chairperson
FCC Consumer Advisory Committee
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